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Qin Bingyu has fallen!

The moment Qin Bingyu fell, that Soul Devouring Beast's original body trembled

as if it wanted to force itself out of its state, but it simply couldn't do it, or else how could it say

that this guy was invincible and demonic?

After taking out Qin Bingyu, that Ao Dog did not dare to stay any longer and ran
for his life, not daring to stop at all.

While running, he shouted, "Lin Hao, you must explain to her, I really didn'tmean
to do it, I really didn't. ...... She wants to kill me, you must help me to stop it!"

Lin Hao cursed in a low voice: "And help you stop it? hetui! I even want to hit
you."

"Not so much, at least he got rid of the scourge of Qin Bingyu, otherwise it would
have caused you a lot of trouble in the future, so it's a merit, even if it's a merit for a demerit."
Ling Yun laughed lightly.



Lin Hao brushed off his mouth, merit for merit, my ass, just now his own

daughter was caught in the act, how could merit for merit be offset, it is impossible to offset merit
for merit!

He had to be made to pay for it, it was like defiling Xiao Shi's eyes.

"This bastard! Lin Hao, do you know this person?" The White Heroine also woke

up quickly, after all, her realm was here, the terrifying aura on her body was hidden, Lin Hao
knew that the White Heroine was on the verge of a rampage.

"I know her, yes, I don't know her well, not at all." Lin Hao hastily denied it, hell,
if he could, he didn't even want to know this guy, he wouldn't want to be implicated by theWhite

Heroine's anger.

"Huh, don't know each other? Are you serious? If you don't know him, he'll call
you Hao Hao so affectionately? Laughing, I didn't expect that, ah, the son of the Heavenly
Destiny, with many wonderful women around him, and even more so with a daughter who is so

old, would even like men." The White Lady sneered in a mocking tone.

"Crap, don't talk nonsense, I'm not, this is his fucking skill, it has nothing to do
with me, didn't you just get affected too, White Mistress, and you're talking about me." Lin Hao
was dumbfounded, you can't accuse a good person, there's absolutely nothing wrong with it.

I'm straight as a whistle!



"I'll testify to this, it's indeed like that." The woman's name is also a symbol of

the woman's desire to be a part of the world. Close the grasping west flicking Lu Fu Shan serving?
The White Maiden explained, further explaining the effect of Ao Dog's demonic skill.

After hearing this the White Maiden was stunned, oh my god, there are still such
demonic talent skills in this world?

"Then what is he running for?" The White Heroine's voice was full of cold killing

intent, to let her break her defence just now, this could never be forgiven!

"Because his highlight moment is only ten minutes, the next twenty-four hours is
his unlucky moment, he might choke to death on his meal, he might choke to death on a sip of
cold water, or he might get a wind chill and then hang up, it's all possible." Ling Yun stretched his
hands.

"He deserved it!" The White Heroine snorted coldly, he deserved to die.

Swoosh!

A black qi rushed up to the sky and caught the falling Qin Bingyu, it was the Soul
Devouring Beast himself, at the moment Qin Bingyu was lying quietly in his arms, her body was
still warm, she could take advantage of the heat ......

Looking at Qin Bingyu, who had long since lost her voice, even her soul had been
dispersed, he could not bring Qin Bingyu back to life even if he had to sacrifice himself.



Roar!

The soul-devouring beast looked up to the sky in sorrow, and countless

soul-devouring beasts that had gathered over also looked up to the sky in sorrow, the sorrowful
roar resounded through the clouds, millions of people had been completely shaken out of

consciousness, their souls were damaged, and some even died a violent death directly!

In an instant, the entire Wuge City was filled with howling winds and gloomy

clouds, and the sky went dark in an instant.

"No good! Get out of here! This Soul Devouring Beast has completely gone

berserk." Lady White's face changed drastically, this fellow had gone completely mad!

"What about these people when we're gone?" Lin Hao's face also turned extremely
ugly, "Can we just kill it, he's right here."

Lin Hao felt that this Soul Devouring Beast's current realm was only at the peak of

the seventh rank realm, just one step short of reaching the eighth rank deity existence, so it should
be possible to exterminate it!

"Kill my ass, he's metamorphosing, no one can stop him, that's why this thing
gives even gods a headache existence, get out of here or we'll all be left here completely!" The
White Heroine didn't care about this and forcibly took Lin Hao and the others away, while starting
to call out to her sisters.
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The other members of the Thirteen Hairpin also began to rush this way like mad, for the
commotion in Wuge City had shaken the whole of Tege, and all the Soul Eaters within Tege were
running wildly towards here like mad!

"You! None of you can escape! You will all die!" The Soul Devouring Beast roared
in grief and anger as its body exploded, turning into liquefied Yin Qi and releasing it into the air.

Bang, bang, bang!

One by one, the Soul Devouring Beast's doppelgangers blew themselves up, and
Lin Hao thought that the Soul Devouring Beast had committed suicide out of grief and anger!

The next moment, Lin Hao couldn't help but suck in a breath of cold air, no
wonder it scared the White Heroine like this, all the Soul Devouring Beast's doppelgangers
exploded and began to converge continuously, encompassing the entire Wu Ge City, everywhere
the Soul Devouring Power went, everyone, whether they were ordinary people or Illusionary Spirit
Masters, all fell to the ground and couldn't even make a scream, they directly lost their breath

completely, even their souls were swallowed up to the bone.

What was even more terrifying was that the Soul Devouring Beast's aura instantly
soared to the peak of the eighth grade realm!



This was only the blink of an eye to soar to such a realm, and the key was still

soaring.

"This, this isn't over is it? How did he do that." Lin Hao was scared enough too,
no wonder Lady White was desperately trying to drag them away, any slower and they'd all have
to be left here with no chance of escape!

"This is the terror when the Soul Devouring Beast's form advances, every time the
Soul Devouring Beast advances, at least millions of living beings die, that's why the other side
chose to be here, and, in his advanced state, no one can stop it, let alone block it, they can only

avoid it! Because apart from the legendary supreme deities, there is no way to exterminate him in

this state, a terrifying existence that is enough to sweep through everything." The White Heroine

couldn't help but break out in a cold sweat even after bringing Lin Hao and the others out, almost,
almost all of them broke here.

Lin Ruoshi had the talent to become a supreme deity, but unfortunately, right now,
Lin Ruoshi hadn't grown up yet, so she could only watch dryly.

A constant stream of terrifying power came together and continued to fuse and
explode, turning the entire Wuge City into a hell on earth.

More than five million people were completely exterminated almost instantly,
unable to be saved at all, much less in time, and they all almost didn't escape.

It was only at this moment that Lin Hao truly realised just how terrifying this
ghostly thing had become!



No wonder they all said that half-demon soul-devouring beasts were tricky, and
that a grown-up half-demon soul-devouring beast was even a headache for even the gods.

Lin Hao's face turned pale as he asked, "What should we do now? Do we just

watch? There must be a way to stop it, right? Only kill to slow down his ascension!"

"There's not no way, it's just that ......"

"Just what do you want to say?"

Lin Hao saw this powerful soul-devouring beast today and already felt scared?
意染西扒意扒零遮? up, this is not a joke!

The first time it evolved it directly turned a city of five million people into a hell
on earth, and this was just the process of evolving from the peak of the seventh rank to an eighth

rank divine Soul Devouring Beast!

How many people would have to die if this fellow were to ascend the next time?

If the other side hadn't been scrupulous, this might have happened in China.



If we can't stop it this time, then China will surely suffer in the future, after all, this
thing was created to deal with everyone!

No matter what the cost, this soul-devouring beast must die!

"The most important thing is for your daughter to turn the entire space around Wu

Ge City into nothingness, directly separating Wu Ge City from the real world, so that the Soul
Eater cannot gather all of his doppelgangers, then he cannot complete his evolution. The White

Heroine's brow furrowed, although this was a solution, she still wasn't very sure, she vaguely
sensed that the situation wasn't quite right anymore.

This Soul Devouring Beast was very unstable, one could even say it was very bad,
which was not a good thing.

Once this Soul Devouring Beast went berserk and went on a rampage, the
consequences were unthinkable.
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Sure enough, the number of Soul-Devouring Beast doppelgangers speeding around began to

dwindle, so I guess the rest of the Thirteen Hairpin had been very successful in intercepting them.

All twelve sisters in the Thirteen Hairpin were intercepting these Soul-Devouring
Beast doppelgangers that were constantly converging, and all the Soul-Devouring Beasts in the

entire territory of the Teg were emerging and coming in a frenzy towards this side.



It was only at this moment that everyone realised to their horror that these
monsters were hiding all around them, even inside their loved ones, and that even Flower City,
which had been governed first, had suddenly burst forth with thousands of Soul-Devouring
Beasts.

This terrified everyone in Tyger.

Adika, in particular, was stunned, no wonder these Soul Eaters knew everything

and knew everything about Tag, there were countless of their eyes and ears all over this Tag, it
would be a ghost if they didn't know!

Chen Wu made urgent phone calls and kept informing the Chinese side, hoping
that something could be done, now that it had become like this, the situation in Tag was
extremely bad, and the situation of Lin Hao and the others in Wuge City was even worse.

ChenWu didn't know how important Lin Hao was to China, but he knew that such

a young, talented and powerful Major General was extremely important to China!

Besides, no matter what, this situation needed to be reported to the top echelons of
China.

The news was conveyed to the Dragon Master, who could do nothing about it, as
there were really no more soldiers available in China.



The Dragon Sect's highest fighting force, Chen Kai and the other four, had only

reached the fifth rank of Illusionary Spirit Masters, and sending them to support them was no

different from sending them to their deaths.

"Shadow!" The Dragon Lord called out to Shadow, hadn't the Fairy in the Green
Shirt previously told Shadow to pay his respects at any time? He took the opportunity for Shadow

to go and ask for a seal to inform Fairy Qing Shirt of the matter.

After all, I was afraid that the only one who could go to Tege to save Lin Hao now

was the Fairy in the Green Shirt.

The Shadow stepped out from the shadows and shook her head with a bitter smile,
"It's useless, if Your Holiness could travel to Tege, there's no way she wouldn't, there are some
people that would never let her get involved in this matter!"

Just as Shadow finished speaking, a dragon whistle resounded through the clouds,
a 10,000-metre long dragon, hovering brilliantly in gold over China, a rainbow bridge was

erected, the haze of light filled the sky, like the Great Wall of 10,000 miles lying above the sky,
and only Illusionary Spirit Masters of the fourth rank or above could see it, ordinary people would
not be able to see it at all.

At this moment, all the illusionists looked at this scene with shock, the
10,000-metre long dragon, and the dragon is even the totem of China!

The aura of such a divine beast was so terrifying that it intimidated all the
illusionists of China. Many illusionists who did not know the truth turned pale and knelt down on

the ground to perform the bowing ritual.



But some of the immortal slaves of the immortal palace, on the other hand, had
their eyes? The immortal slaves of the Immortal Palace, however, had their eyes? The light was

cold as they stared at the divine dragon.

This was none other than Ao Feng's own daddy coming, and although his breath

was still suppressed at the early eighth grade realm, he was undoubtedly telling them to mind

their own business and not to interfere in Tege's side of things!

Ao Feng's aim had been achieved, using Ao Dog to kill Qin Bingyu, the great
scourge, and Ao Feng knew of Qin Bingyu's relationship with that half-demonised Soul

Devouring Beast's Lord, in fact, that Soul Devouring Beast's original daddy was her husband Lin

Yaoyan!

Although Lin Yaoyan was already dead, Qin Bingyu had brought him to life in this

way, but lost his memory, but the relationship between this one person and the demon was

extremely good.

This was Ao Feng's ultimate plan, to kill Qin Bingyu, destroy the Soul Devouring
Beast's master, eliminate future problems, and even kill Lin Hao and the others as well!

As the sound of the zither resounded through the earth, Ao Feng's terrifying
spiritual pressure was quietly broken, and Qing Shizi stepped out from the Qin Huai Golden

Tower with a step, shouting, "All immortal slaves belonging to the Qing Yun Heavenly Palace,
listen to the order! Follow me to Tege!"



"Yes, fairy!" They were subordinate to the Qingyun Heavenly Palace under Lin

Hao's command, and as they also sensed that something was wrong, not to mention Fairy Qing

Shirt's relationship with the Palace Master, there was no excuse for them to follow Fairy Qing

Shirt's orders.

Immortal Qing Shirt's tone was cold and eerie, no one would stop her from going

to Taig this time! Whoever stops her will die!
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Ao Feng laughed coldly, "Fairy Green Shirt, I'm afraid this won't be as you wish, you really won't
be able to leave this place yet, because, this is not my own self, but my original self! Even if I
have to fight the heavenly tribulation ban, I will still stop you!"

Lin Hao's group had to die in Tege, and without the Son of Heaven's Destiny,
Chen Beixuan's plan for them would be completely nullified, and it would be hard to say who had
the say in this world!

In a flash, Ao Feng's aura began to soar dramatically, soaring from the early

eighth rank all the way to the peak eighth rank realm!

This was the peak of Dragon King Ao Feng's combat power. Ao Feng looked at

Qing Shou with triumph: "You and I are both at the peak of the eighth rank, neither of us will be
able to stop anyone, and you won't be able to get out of the fight anytime soon! I only need to stall
for a little while and that will be enough."



"Hehe, I didn't expect you to hide your body so well, so since you have such great
strength and are travelling in your own right, why don't you kill Lin Hao yourself? You've had
many chances." The green shirt laughed coldly.

"Son of Heaven's Destiny, son of the Great Dao's Qi, and even more so, the karma
tainted by killing him is not something I can afford to bear, isn't it just as well now, let the Moon
Wheel take the blame." Ao Feng was proud of himself, he had several chances to kill Lin Hao

directly, but he just didn't do it.

One didn't want to be the one to take the blame, and the other didn't want to get
involved in the karma and have his own divine origin affected.

At this moment, a spatial rift suddenly opened up in the sky, and from within

came the Moon Wheel Immortal's sad and angry cry, which resounded throughout the Moon

Wheel Immortal Palace.

"Ao Feng, you son of a bitch!"

"How dare you scheme against me! Killing my favoured disciple and ruining my

plans, you deserve to die! What good will it do you to let this earth remain!" The Moon Wheel

Fairy shouted in anger, and with the violent struggle, theMoon Palace's ban became even weaker,
but the backlash of the ban also caused the Moon Wheel Fairy pain, but she didn't care.

Her plans were all ruined by this bastard.



"Oh, what's in it for me? If the human world turns into hell, it will naturally be

good for you guys, but for me it won't do any good at all. The living beings become dead, no one
will believe in my dragon race anymore, how will my dragon race continue?"

"It's just a bunch of lunatics. What's more, don't be in a hurry to scold me, what
if I counted on you? Even that little bitch Qin Bingyu is counting on me, we are half a catty, no
one is talking about anyone." Ao Feng was full of cold smiles, all of you are thousand year old

foxes, what kind of chatting game are you playing here!

"No, one of you is more sinister than the other, really." Fairy Qing Shirt then spoke
incomparably mockingly.

Ao Feng didn't think anything of it, as far as he was concerned, it was all
considered a compliment to him.

Yue Lun, however, was a little angry, that bastard was much more sinister than

him!

"Qing Shirt, kill him! I'll help you with all my might and destroy the Dragon

Clan!" Moon Wheel roared hideously, she must exterminate the bastard, and she still had no way

to break free from the ban, otherwise she would have killed him herself.

When had Yue Lun ever suffered such a great loss, her thousands of years of
planning had been ruined by Ao Feng just like that, Qin Bingyu and the Soul Devouring Beast

were designated to be finished, and had become this Ao Feng's sword.



It is not that simple to raise another half-demon Soul Devourer master, one must
kill the one they love with their own hands, then pour out their heart's blood and nourish them with

countless souls, and the failure rate is extremely high, every evolution of a Soul Devourer is a
demonic existence, but it is hard to raise.

The chance of occurrence is small and difficult to cultivate, just that Soul
Devouring Beast beside Qin Bingyu has almost consumed all of the Moon Palace's ten thousand
years of accumulation, even if there is a chance, there is no way to cultivate a second Soul

Devouring Beast.

"? Zero Shan Yi Ai Yi Yi Wu Di? Kill me? That may not be the case, besides,
everything is already done, so why are you doing this,MoonWheel? How about cooperating with

our dragon clan, but everything will be led by our dragon clan, don't be in a hurry to refuse first,
think about your current situation, what other available soldiers? Oh yes, there's just that old
baldy's doppelganger left, right? Will he be able to complete your grand plan?"
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Now, it was time for him to rise up. The Moon Wheel was an existence that had reached the ninth

rank of the most powerful deities, and even at the early stage of the ninth rank, it was a world
away from the peak of the eighth rank, a huge qualitative change had taken place.

After the peak of the seventh rank, every time one raises the realm, it is a
qualitative change. Challenging beyond the rank is almost impossible, unless there are some
special demons or powerful killing tricks, otherwise the rank is an absolute suppression.

Above the deities, the hierarchy was rigidly divided.



Because of Ao Feng's words, the Moon Wheel fell silent.

"Don't worry, once the deed is done, I'll make you a one-word parallel king,
second only to me in power, it's better than you being a bare-bones commander now, right?" Ao
Feng confirmed that in all probability. The other party would definitely agree to it. "She won't
agree." Immortal Qing Shirt suddenly opened her mouth in a clear and cold laugh, "She is
different from you, you can be subservient and continue to plot and move, but she, since the
demise of the Ancient Immortal Court Emperor Hao Tian, has sworn with her dao heart that she
will never be subservient since then, either she will die or she will be the number one in a

thousand ages!"

"This bitch said? I'm not the only one who can't be the best. I will never be
subservient to others, so go ahead and dream your big dreams. The day I break the barrier is the
day you will die." The Moon Wheel's voice was full of sorrow, and then asked Qing Shou once

again, "How about it? Bitch, if you help me kill him, I might give you a chance to live on another
day."

"That's hilarious." Qing Shirt was speechless, "You guys dislike each other, why
do you have to drag me into this? I don't care about your business, don't drag me into it, I'm not

interested in your shit."

The moon wheel was stunned, "You're not worried about your sister?"

"Yeah, why are you not anxious at all? A Soul Eater in the process of evolving is a

headache even for the most powerful deities, and you're not even the least bit panicked?
Something is wrong!" It was at this time that Ao Feng suddenly woke up, something wasn't right.



Although this Qing Shirt was incredibly strong, she was no match for that Soul
Devouring Beast at all, and she was even being stopped by herself now, so she wasn't even the
least bit anxious?

"Damn, I've been tricked, you're fooling me with this doppelganger?" Ao Feng
whistled angrily, his dragon claws waved and the intimidating cold aura came straight at Qing

Shirt.

Qing Shirt laughed as his aura exploded, the aura of a peak deity of the eighth rank
was revealed, the strings of the ancient zither in his hand played automatically, a sound note

completely blocked the surroundings, the sound of the zither hardened Ao Feng's dragon claw
attack.

"Haha, it's my daddy who's staying here, do you really think a split body can stop
that Soul Devouring Beast? How ridiculous, even if you were to force your split body's power to
the middle eighth grade level, it's still not enough for a plate of food!" Ao Feng surprisingly found
out that this was Fairy Qing Shirt's original body, after all, Qing Shirt's strongest realm was only

the peak of the eighth grade, therefore, the one who was circling him here must be his original

body.

Then Ao Feng would have even less need to worry about the situation over at Teg
Wu Go City, Lin Hao and the others, all of them were dead, and they had also pitted and killed

one of Qing Shirt's doppelgangers, which was simply perfect.

Qing Shirt also did not say a word, but an imperceptible wryness flashed in her

eyes, she also had no intention to go to Tege, let alone to fight with Ao Feng, after all, her original
dwelling did not have so much mind to control this to doppelganger.



That's right!

This was Qing Shirt's doppelganger, the original had already rushed towards

Tege.

These days, the one who had been showing herself to people, even when she was
spending time with Lin Hao and the others, was actually just Qing Shirt's doppelganger.

No one thought that this was a doppelganger, a doppelganger at the peak of the
eighth grade realm, so how strong would the original doppelganger have to be?

No one would have thought that this was just a doppelganger of Qing Shirt.

On the other side of Wuge City, the situation had become extremely bad.

All the soul-devouring beasts that had arrived were stopped by the Thirteen

Hairpin, but the situation inside Wuge City had become so bad that they did not dare to come

within 500 metres of the edge of Wuge City.
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Lin Ruoshi had already exhausted herself twice before she put Wu Ge Cheng in the void,
separating it from this space completely.



It was impossible for the other side to evolve, and since they were trapped in the

void, if they succeeded in evolving, it would be fine, but if they didn't, they would be fish on a

plate, ready to be slaughtered.

The thirteen hairpins were all gathered together, and Lin Hao had met the famous

13 hairpins of the Golden Tower, all of them were magnificent women, each with enough
legendary stories to write a book.

Some of them Lin Hao recognised, while others he did not recognise at all. For
example, Liu Xiangjun and Dong Xiaowan were all washed up and incorporated into the Qinhuai

Golden Tower by the Fairy in the Green Shirt, becoming the supreme powerhouses they are today.

They arrived and only nodded indifferently when they saw Lin Hao, appearing
somewhat high and cold.

Leading the way were Xiao Wan and Xiao Xiangjun, both of whom had reached

the realm of eighth-grade mid-level Illusionary Spiritist in their strength realm.

Seeing this, Xiao Xiangjun frowned, "Something's wrong, our connection with His
Holiness has been cut off."

"Not good! I'm afraid this beast is going to give up on its evolution and destroy

everything with the terrifying power of its evolved state." Xiao Wan exclaimed, this was going to
be a big deal!



That's right, just as Xiao Wan had guessed, this was a conspiracy, a huge
conspiracy!

The Soul Devouring Beast had never intended to successfully evolve, and with

Qin Bingyu dead, what was the point of him becoming even more powerful? Besides, more than
two thirds of the Soul Devouring Beast's doppelganger had been forcibly intercepted by them,
and even more so, he had been placed in the void, so whether he succeeded or failed, he could not
avoid the outcome of death.

Since he was going to die no matter what, why not drag his enemy to die with

him!

Genuinely did not see that this monster is quite infatuated ......

"Want to run? It's too late!" The Soul Devouring Beast shouted angrily, the space
around it was instantly and completely enveloped and confined, Lin Ruoshi's realm was still too

low, no matter how hard she tried, there was no way to tear the space around her apart.

"What to do dad? The whisk dye steak closed er closed zero whisk? Dad, I can't
tear ......" Lin Ruoshi was full of anxiety, but it was no use at all.

"It can't be helped." Little Xiang Jun let out a bitter laugh: "If Zun came up, maybe
there are still a few chances, little girl, your realm is still too low, if you can reach the seventh
level realm, no one can trap you anymore, any space you walk freely, it's a pity."



"Hahahaha! You want to run away? You can't even run away! Now I am not afraid

of even the most powerful deity of the ninth rank. Ao Dog has a close connection with you, if he
runs away, then let you pay the debt, I will make you, Lin Hao, taste the loss of your important
love too! Roar!"

The Soul Devouring Beast slowly took shape, surrounded by a black Yin Qi, that
Yin Qi frantically surged around him, like a god of death descending into the world, a demon god
coming.

Even though this was empty space, it was directly imprisoned by him into his own

domain, where he was the supreme master!

The Soul Devouring Beast was the size of a white cat, but it was ugly, and it

pounced fiercely towards Ling Yun. His goal was very clear, to finish off Ling Yun and then kill

Lin Ruoshi.

Sometimes, death is indeed relief, living requires endless suffering!

The Eye of Silence, open!

Lin Hao gripped the Heavenly Sin Sword in his hand, fearlessly rising to meet the
enemy, the Godslayer Sword Duel, the most powerful strike!



Lin Hao violently wielded the Heavenly Sin Sword in his hand, his movements
incredibly slow, as if he was playing in slow motion in front of the camera, but in reality it was
ridiculously fast, faster than any sword Lin Hao had ever struck!

The silent sword qi caused a violent ripple to occur in the space around it.

The sword qi took shape, forming a substantial shadow of the Heavenly Sin

Sword, and headed straight for the Soul Devouring Beast's brow, a sword of terrifying intensity

enough to slay a deity!

Dang!

What was unacceptable to Lin Hao was that the Silent Sword Qi pierced the Soul
Devouring Beast's brow, but it seemed to have hit an incomparably hard metal, emitting a brittle
sound, then the Silent Sword Qi clicked and shattered, causing no damage to the Soul Devouring
Beast!
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This can't be!

Second form, phoenix form!



Clanging phoenix sounds resounded all around as Lin Hao and the Heavenly Sin
Sword merged into one, forming a blazing fire phoenix that still charged forward towards the Soul
Devouring Beast.

"Damn it, come back!" It was only at this time that Xiao Wan snapped to attention,
Lin Hao's movements were simply too fast, surprisingly even she felt a little unable to keep up.

Linglong sleeves!

Xiao Wan flung her sleeves, the sleeves surged against the wind and swiftly rolled
towards Lin Hao, he didn't even dare to fight hard against him, Lin Hao actually attacked so

recklessly, how different was this from seeking death!

"Lin Hao, be careful!" Lin Hao's attack was so terrifying that she knew exactly

how terrifying it was, but it was such a terrifying attack that did no harm to this monster, how
terrifying was he in his evolved state!

Ling Yun transformed into a sky full of peach blossoms and similarly rolled
towards Lin Hao.

"Nonsense!" Seeing this, Maiden White, Xiao Shi, Xiao Xiangjun plus Xiao Wan,
the four strongest four of the thirteen hairpin realms, all acted at the same time, the terrifying aura
of the Deity realm no longer concealed as they ran towards the Soul Devouring Beast with their
strongest strikes!



"You few, do your best to blast the space, cooperate with that little girl and make

it as fragile as possible so she can tear a hole in it." As she attacked, Little Fragrant Sister did not
forget to remind the remaining nine sisters to attack one spot with all their might, they just

couldn't believe that this fellow could imprison this piece of space so solidly!

"Yes, Sister Xiangjun." Each of the nine women showed their skills, with various
weapons, some using hairpins as weapons, others using earrings as weapons, all seeming to be
their decorative items or personal items as weapons.

When the nine of them attacked one place together, a little ripple of space did
appear, but it was not strong. Lin Ruoshi was even more anxious and began to keep trying to tear

the space.

"I can't, there's still a lot to go." Lin Ruoshi was so anxious that her little face was
covered in sweat, but there was nothing she could do, this was the most thrilling situation they had
ever encountered!

At this moment, outside this void, Qing Shirt's original had already arrived at this
space, but seeing this frozen space, Fairy Qing Shirt was also somewhat helpless, even though her
original was already a mid-ninth grade supreme deity!

Even if she was already a mid-ninth-ranked deity, it would be extremely difficult
to destroy this space in a short time!

But the fairy knew that the more this happened, the more dangerous the situation
inside was, so the fairy dared not hesitate and summoned her weapon!



Everyone thought that since she was a qin immortal, her weapon should be an

ancient qin, but very few people knew that apart from being a qin immortal, she was also a sword
immortal!

The blue-clothed fairy was holding a three-foot blue blade in her hand!

A terrifying sword light that made the void tremble landed on the frozen space,
causing a violent ripple in the space.

But even so, the ripples were limited to the surface, and could not destroy the

space at all.

"Damn it!" Immortal Qing Shirt's gaze turned even colder as her body

transformed into a streak of shadow, and the speed of the three-foot blue blade in her hand
became even swifter as she continuously blasted at the spatial barrier in front of her, and the

ripples created by the spatial barrier became more and more intense.

Boom!

The Soul Devouring Beast's movements slowed down slightly, but the Fire
Phoenix in Lin Hao's form exploded in an instant, like a speeding car colliding with a tank that

was even faster than a sports car, instantly exploding! It turned into a sky full of fire.



Lin Hao's figure appeared, blood spitting out wildly, his body bursting back

rapidly, too strong, an impossible existence to defeat.

Even Lin Hao felt a deep sense of despair this time, even if he had once faced a

deity at the fourth level, he had never felt such despair!

"Lin Hao!"

The peach blossom petals swept Lin Hao up and quickly coalesced around him,
and the lingering sleeves directly? Yi Yi Shan Zero Dye Pai Xi Ai? gave the cover.

Xiao Wan's help also arrived.
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Ling Yun and Peach Blossom appeared in the middle, Ling Yun was holding Lin Hao, feeling the
horrible wound in Lin Hao's body, no matter how much power Ling Yun inputted, it was still a bit
of a drop in the bucket.

A mere blow had nearly destroyed Lin Hao, the other party had done it on purpose,
otherwise, Lin Hao would have died on the spot!

"Bastard, fight with me!" With a fierce fling of her hands, six silvery cold auras

attacked the Soul Devouring Beast, and the three of them, Bai Maiden, Xiao Shi and Xiao



Xiangjun, struck out at the same time, with light flashes of various colours blossoming, countless
blooming and appalling attacks flung at the Soul Devouring Beast.

However, it was to no avail, as the seemingly terrifyingly sharp attacks, which
even an eighth-ranked Illusionary Spirit Master would not dare to take on, did not affect or injure
the Soul Eater at all, and with a clanging sound, the White Heroine's six silver hairpins burst, and
her weapons were easily destroyed!

With her weapons destroyed, theWhite Heroine also suffered a huge repercussion,
and with her weapons gone, her combat power was drastically reduced.

On the other hand, Xiao Shi and Xiao Xiangjun were in no better shape!

What was unacceptable was that Xiao Shi, an early eighth-grade Illusionary Spirit
Master, was unable to dodge and ran head-on into the Soul-Devouring Beast, and was directly

swallowed by it with a claw that split her apart.

The Soul Devouring Beast already had the terrifying ability to devour souls, and
one claw smashed not only Xiao Shi's body, but also her soul!

A single claw exterminated the eighth grade early stage Illusionary Spirit Master!

"Little Shi!" The thirteen hairpins were linked by heart, and at this moment all the
sisters could not help but cry out Xiao Shi's name in agony, grieving but to no avail, and over

there, Xiao Xiangjun had also suffered an attack.



When Xiao Wan saw this, she dared to slow down and hurriedly released Lin Hao

and the others and started to rush towards the Soul Devouring Beast to help the other two sisters.

Xiao Xiangjun was severely injured by the Soul Devouring Beast in a single glance,
and although she did not hurt the root cause, she was still in a lot of pain, and the White Woman,
without her weapons and with a lower realm than even Xiao Xiangjun, did not last a single round,
and in an instant her body was pulverized and her soul collapsed.

"Xiao Bai ...... Xiao Shi ......" Ling Yun had just been released from Xiao Wan's
lingering sleeve when she saw a scene that made her desperate: "Stop it! Stop it, this has nothing to
do with them, come at me!"

Ling Yun knew deep down that this trip to Tege was a sure way to die, but for?
Wu Ai Fu Xi closed Ai Er Ai? She had to spend her last moments by Lin Hao's side, so she knew
it was death, but she still had to follow.

But how could she have ever imagined that this would be the case?

The Soul Devouring Beast had already gone mad with killing, and its eyes were

bloodshot as it attacked the two of them, Xiao Wan and Xiao Xiang Jun. The two of them were

also the two strongest among these sisters, but they were only circling around to stall for time, not
daring to make contact with them at all.

This is not a level of combat, not a competition of equals!



Their attacks, no matter how strong they were, could not hurt the Soul Devouring

Beast, but a slight touch or even a light touch from the Soul Devouring Beast could cause them to

suffer considerable injuries.

Lin Hao also saw this scene in his eyes, desperate, desperate as he had never been
before.

He struggled to get up, but he could hardly move, blood still continued to gush

out from the end, and even though Ling Yun kept on recovering Lin Hao moment by moment, she
could not catch up with the ravaging energy destruction left inside Lin Hao by the Soul Devouring
Beast!

The Soul-Devouring Beast wanted to make Lin Hao taste the pain of losing his

loved ones, and to suffer the pain that was worse than death every minute of every day!

"It's working, it's working! Keep attacking!" The rest of the thirteen hairpin who
were attacking the spatial barriers there found that their attacks were having an effect, and the

spatial ripples became stronger and stronger.

"No, aunty you're wrong, it's outside, someone outside is also destroying this
spatial barrier, this ripple is not created from the inside, it's transmitted in from the outside." Lin
Ruoshi was originally a being who controlled the void, she was able to sense the difference more
intuitively.



"It's Zun coming up! Sisters, we're saved, as long as His Holiness can break
through this spatial barrier, then there's still a special opportunity for everything, sisters, I'll go
first!" Little Thirteen, the youngest of the thirteen hairpins, had a bright smile on her face as she

rushed straight towards the spatial barrier, a terrifying spiritual pressure surging around her, which
was tyrannical and chaotic.
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"Little Thirteen don't!" At this moment, how could they not understand that the destructive force

of their attacks was simply not enough, even His Holiness needed to go to such lengths to still

break through, and their continued attacks wouldn't help much in breaking through the void! So
the only way out was to explode into the most powerful blow, to explode themselves!

Boom!

Even though the others tried to stop it, it was too late. Little Thirteen exploded
itself, the terrifying tyrannical energy frantically pounding against the spatial barriers, destroying
them like crazy.

But to their despair, it still had little effect, it wasn't strong enough!

If this continues, they will all die here!

Little Thirteen, Maiden White and Little Shi had already died in battle, and then

there was another violent boom, and Little Wan, a mid-eighth-ranked girl, had also fallen.



Little Twelve and Little Eleven gritted their teeth:? 依侍地扒洱意洱依? "Sisters,
we'll go first too!"

Two more people attacked with a suicide attack of self-destruction, trying to
destroy the spatial barrier!

But ......

"Just a little bit more, just a little bit more! Just a little bit more!" Lin Ruoshi felt
that this time the power was clearly more terrifying, the space produced incomparably violent

ripples, Lin Ruoshi gritted her teeth and tried again to tear the space apart, but it only tore just a
little bit before it couldn't be torn anymore, even they could already hear the roar from outside

and the sharp sword qi passing in some through the crack.

Yes, they confirmed once again, it was His Holiness who had arrived!

"Sisters, in the next life we will be sisters again!" The remaining thirteen hairpin
shouted in unison, their bodies surging with an incomparable tyrannical aura as they rushed
towards the spatial barrier, and in between rushing over they even pushed Lin Ruoshi away a bit in
passing, lest the terrifying tyrannical power hurt Lin Ruoshi.

"Hehe." However, just as that Thirteen Hairpin's self-destruction had reached an

uncontrollable point, the Soul Devouring Beast suddenly let out a cold laugh.



Sensing that something was wrong, Little Fragrant Jun shouted miserably, "Stop,
stop it now ......"

Unfortunately, it was too late.

The Soul Devouring Beast slapped Little Fragrant Jun away with mockery and
gently drank, "Spatial reinforcement!"

Rumble!

The energy that erupted from the self-destruction of several people was such a
terrifying existence, but the Soul Devouring Beast suddenly reinforced the space, and even though
all of them self-destructed together, they were unable to break the space apart!

This was the Soul Devouring Beast's plot to give the other side a glimmer of hope,
looking so close, so close to success.

But in reality, he was the real master of this, and success, that was never going to
happen! ~

Xiao Xiangjun was badly injured, completely lost the ability to fight, and her

divine soul was full of wounded gaps, at this time, Xiao Xiangjun, like Ling Yun, had long since

burst into tears, dead, all dead.



The thirteen hairpin, thirteen sisters, in just a short while, all died on the spot, and
nine sisters were actually tricked into blowing themselves up in this way.

Killing people, killing hearts!

Thirteen sisters, twelve dead, the remaining one half dead, even worse than dead.

The Soul Devouring Beast really wants to kill and put to death, he wants to make
everyone taste his pain now, if he suffers, let them suffer even more!

The Soul Devouring Beast swung its claws across the air and attacked Lin Hao:
"You are given a choice, the two of you, only one of you can live."

Lin Hao gritted his teeth and without the slightest hesitation, he gripped the

Heavenly Sin Sword and struggled to get up, but Ling Yun moved even faster to dodge in front of
Lin Hao.

Poof!

Lin Hao subconsciously reached out to catch Lin Yun, who was hit by the
terrifying force and spurted out several mouthfuls of blood again, but Lin Hao could not feel the

slightest pain.



Because when the pain elsewhere overshadowed the pain of these injuries, the pain
caused by these injuries could not be felt ......

Lin Hao hugged and held Ling Yun, his entire body felt like it had frozen, his eyes
dull as he looked at the scene in front of him.

Lin Hao couldn't accept it!

It was clear that he had already known that Ling Yun would die because of himself

and in order to make Shen Xiyan and himself whole.

But he couldn't accept it!
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Ling Yun is dead, dead in front of him, dead for him, and even more dead in his arms!

"Hahahahaha! That's not a good feeling, is it? Yeah, it's really bad, don't worry,
you will always suffer like this in the days to come." The Soul Devouring Beast laughed out loud
with rampant pleasure.

Lin Hao and Xiao Xiangjun were in so much pain at the moment, and the more

they suffered, the more the pain in the Soul Devouring Beast's heart would be lessened by a few

points.



He mocked wantonly and laughed loudly, even though his time was running out,
he was still in no hurry to kill Lin Ruoshi and continue to inflict even more pain on Lin Hao.

He would wait, he would wait a little longer, wait for Lin Hao to catch his breath,
then in front of him, kill his daughter on the spot as well, only to let Lin Hao and Little Fragrant

Jun continue to live!

Haha!

Letting them live was more satisfying than letting them die! Lin Hao looked
dumbly at Ling Yun in his arms, whose blood had stained his clothes red and soaked them.

But Ling Yun's face was smiling like a flower, and she weakly stretched out her

hand to caress Lin Hao's cheek, Ling Yun said softly: "Don't be sad, in fact, didn't you already
know that I would die? And my leaving would be the best ending for you and for Shen Xiyan,
wouldn't it? It's actually quite good this way."

"Because I've fulfilled my dream." When Ling Yun said this, the smile on her face
grew even stronger, "Since ancient times, beauty is like a famous general, not allowed to see white
heads on earth, let me stink for a moment, I should be a beauty, why else would I be so ill-fated,
right?"

She had fallen in love with someone she shouldn't have and someone she could

never have.



Her sister had even turned her into an immortal slave to stop her. How could she

take it when a divine being was suddenly turned into an immortal slave?

Even if she was a tiny servant girl of the Immortal Court, she was still in the deity
realm.

But after becoming an immortal maid, she was no longer qualified to step into the
Hall of Immortal Kings. Sisters hated each other and lived for tens of thousands of years, but
when she suddenly learnt that he might still be reincarnated, he was no longer him.

It was as if fate had played a joke and someone else had loved him instead of her.

But Ling Yun was content, at least there had been a happy time with good

memories, and more importantly, she was able to be in his arms at the end.

"Don't let down Shen Xi Yan ......"

As Ling Yun's words fell, a mouthful of pure and rich pink divine source was

directly transferred into Lin Hao's mouth, and Lin Yun's hand that was placed on Lin Hao's cheek
slowly dropped down, her life breath was rapidly dissipating, and Ling Yun's soul returned to the
underworld.



This was Lin Yun's lifelong cultivation, pure to the core, which was transferred
into Lin Hao's body, while Lin Hao's body recovered from his injuries at an extremely fast pace.

Boom!

At the same time, Lin Hao broke through the shackles and reached the peak of the
sixth grade, and didn't stop there, continuing to impact, the shackles of the seventh grade realm
shattered in an instant, and Lin Hao was hardened to the early seventh grade Illusionary Spirit

Master realm.

But Lin Hao couldn't care less, he was still looking at Ling Yun in his arms, who
no longer had any breath of life, and Lin Hao could even feel Ling Yun's body temperature was
gradually dropping.

It hurt, it stung like hell.

Why did his own heart hurt so badly!

He clearly had no love for Ling Yun, it wasn't because of love that his heart ached,
was it the pain of losing his best friend, or was it that he shouldn't have had to bear Ling Yun's
uncomplaining love in the first place.

Was it guilt?



Or, maybe it was both.

A mouthful of heart blood spurted out of Lin Hao's mouth and his body swayed,
nearly falling ......

"Haha! Quick, it's really quick!" The soul devouring beast was in pain? The

soul-devouring beast was in pain? of laughing, he was ready to wait a little longer, and then he

would do it.

"Dad, dad don't scare me, don't look like this." Lin Ruoshi has been by Lin Hao's
side for a long time, but could not wake up Lin Hao at all, Lin Hao seems to be in another space

of feeling now.

Lin Ruoshi tears can not stop falling down, are terrified, at the same time also
constantly shouted: "Aunt Ling Yun you quickly wake up, you do not sleep, adults are not allowed
to sleep, you quickly wake up, OK, as long as you can wake up, Xiao Shi will never stop you from
being with my father again, Aunt Ling Yun ...... oooh. "
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